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BRILLIANT PUBLIC SCHOOL, SITAMARHI
Class II – ENGLISH – WORKSHEET
I. Use 'a' 'an' or 'the' to complete the sentences.
I bought ________ book yesterday. ____________ book has many beautiful
pictures.
We found ________ kitten under the tree. ___________ kitten was white
and grey.
Raj bought _________ apple . __________ apple was red and juicy.
Seema lives in _______ flat with her parents and sister. ________
flat is on the third floor of a large building.
I saw ________ girl at the bus stop. ____________ girl wore a
green skirt.
My mother works in _________ hospital. ____________ hospital
is on Miller's Road.
Maya sat on ________ chair. ________ chair was too big for her.
The farmer has _______ horse. _________ horse is black and beautiful.
Ali had _____ orange , _______ pear and ______ banana for breakfast.
We found ______ empty box on the road.
[ Practice with different sentences ]

II. Use the right form of the words in the brackets .
Does the sailor work in a hospital ?
No, a sailor ______________ on a ship.

[ sail ]

Does your teacher sell things in a shop ?
No, our teacher _______________ children in a school. [ teach ]
Does a post-man drive a bus ?
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No, a post-man _________________ us letters. [ bring ]
Does a news-reader mend machines ?
No, a news-reader ________________ the news on television. [read]
Does a carpenter look after sick people ?
No, a carpenter ___________________ things with wood. [ make]
[ Practice with different sentences]

III. Choose the answers from the box.
mend shoes
click pictures
write stories
fly an aeroplane
stitch clothes

What do you do ?
I am a tailor . I ____________________________________________ .

What do you do ?
I am a pilot ? I ______________________________________________.

What do you do ?
I am a cobbler . I __________________________________________.

What do you do ?
I am a writer ? I ___________________________________________.

What do you do ?
I am a photographer. I ________________________________________.
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IV. Complete these sentences with the past tense form of
the words.
Did Anita bake the cake ?
Yes, She _______________ the cake. She is a good cook.

Did Julie open the door ?
No, Priya ______________ the door. Julie wasn't at home.

When did the magic-show start ?
It ________________ at eight O'clock. It was great fun .
Did Asha fold the clothes ?
Yes , she ______________ the clothes. She put them in the cupboard.
What did the artist paint ?
He _____________ a picture of a bird. It was very beautiful.
Did the train arrive on time ?
Yes, it _____________ at ten O'clock. They reached home on time.
Arun was in pain. He _____________ loudly.

{ cry }

We were very late. We ___________________ to catch the last train .
{ hurry }
Sheila ____________ to make a puppet. It was not easy. { try }
The little girl's eyes _____________ with delight. { dance }
The box was heavy. Three men __________________ it into the house.
{ carry }
She first _________________ the vegetables in oil. Then she added the salt.
{ fry}
Neil waited for a long time. He was _____________ when nobody came.
{ worry }
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V. Write C for countable and UC for uncountable nouns.
salt

_____

dog-house

tree

_____

tea

money

_____

tea

_____

sugar

_____

______

coin

_____

ball

_____

water

_____

_____

book

_____

carrot

_____

pencil

_____

friend

_____

sweat

_____

milk

_____

noise

_____

girl

_____

garden

_____

coat

_____

rain

_____

juice

_____

nail

_____

wall

_____

VI. Tick the word that goes with the food.
a ( bottle / box ) of water

7-

a ( glass / bowl ) of soup

a ( cup / plate ) of tea

8-

a ( loaf / plate ) of rice

a ( slice / bar ) of chocolate

9-

a ( jug / plate ) of milk

a (loaf / lump ) of bread

10-

a ( piece / bunch ) of grapes

a ( bar / slice ) of bread

11- a ( spoonful / plate ) of sugar

a ( bowl / cup ) of coffee

12- a ( glass / bowl ) of milk

VII. Write the past tense of these words.
Dance get bake hurry -

_________
_________
_________
_________
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open -

_________

make -

_________

start -

_________

fry -

_________

fold -

__________

write -

__________

count - __________
cry _

__________

smile -

__________

jump - __________

play -

__________

live -

__________

try -

__________

carry -

__________

look -

__________

want - __________

is -

___________

are -

sit -

___________

drink -

read -

__________

speak - __________

ask -

_________

climb -

_________

walk -

_________

reach -

_________

close -

_________

help -

_________

___________
__________

give -

_________

take - _________

swim -

___________

buy -

__________

VIII. Write the plurals of the following words.
puppy -

_________

army -

_________

family -

_________

cherry -

_________

country -

_________

sky -

_________

baby -

_________

library -

__________

party -

_________

fairy -

__________

story -

_________

city -

_________

fly -

_________

body -

_________

lady -

_________

pony -

__________
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IX. Complete the sentences with the uncountable nouns.
Do you like sugar in your tea?
Yes, I have a _________________________ in my tea.

Do you have milk at night ?
Yes, I have a ______________________ at night.

Do you have soup for lunch ?
Yes, I have a __________________________ for lunch.

Do you have bread for breakfast ?
Yes, I have a _____________________________ for breakfast.

Do you have coffee in the morning ?
Yes, I have a ___________________________ in the morning .
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I. Underline the proper noun and circle the common noun in the
following sentences:
1. Mumbai is a big city.
2. Ahmed is a brave boy.
3. Akbar was a great king.
4. My house is on Sitten Road.
5. Mr. Mehta is a kind man.
6. Ali plays games on his computer.
7. Anil works in a studio.
8. Sheela is wearing a beautiful dress.
9. Anita works with a machine.
10. Rahul is playing with the bell.
11. India is a big country.
12. My parents go to Nadah Park everyday for a walk.
13. The Nile is a largest river.
14. Faisalia Tower is a famous buiding.
15. My pet dog is Blackie.
Note : Practice with different sentences.

II. Underline the verb in the following sentences:
1. The baby drinks milk.
2. The lion roars.
3. Ships sail on the sea.
4. Ravi kicks the ball.
5. The fish swims in the water.
6. The children watch television.
7. Spiders make webs.
8. Grapes grow on vines.
9. The dog ran after me.
10. A train runs on rails.
11. The boys jump into the river.
12. The birds fly in the sky.
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13. Ali eats an apple.
14.She drew a beautiful picture.
15. We spend our holiday in India.
16. we go to school at 8‟o clock.
17. The boys play cricket in the evening.
Note : Practice with different sentences.

III. Complete these sentences with the „ied‟ form of the words in the
brackets.
1. Arun was in pain. He __________________ loudly.(cry)
2. Sheila ______________ to make a puppet. It was not easy !(try)
3. The box was heavy. Three men _______________it into the house.(carry)
4. She first ________________ the vegetables in oil. Then she added the salt.(fry)
5. We were very late. We _____________________ to catch the last train.(hurry)
6. Neil waited for a long time. He was ________________ when nobody came.(worry)

IV. Work in pairs. Ask and answer these questions :
1. Do you like sugar in your tea ?
Yes, I like _____________________ in my tea.
2. Do you have coffee in the morning?
Yes, I have a _____________________ in the morning.
3. Do you have bread for breakfast?
Yes, I have a _____________________ for breakfast.
4. Do you have milk at night ?
Yes, I have a _____________________ at night.

V. Write C for things you can count and UC for things you cannot
count:
1. Girl

_________________

2. Garden ________________
3. Coat

________________

4. Friend ________________
5. Farmer ________________
6. Rain ________________
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VI. Use „a‟ , „an‟ or „the‟ to complete these sentence :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Seema had ___________ apple and ________________ banana for breakfast.
I saw ______________butterfly. _____________ butterfly was very colourful.
Raju bought ________________ ice-cream. _____________ ice-cream was very tasty.
John saw _____________ old man riding the horse.
Leela wore a frock, _____________ frock is red in colour.
Bindu found _______________ rabbit under the tree. ___________________ rabbit has soft
fur.
7. My brother bought _________________envelope and ______________postcard from the post
office.
8. Daly is a teacher. She works in _______________school. ______________ school has many
students.
9. Meena is a doctor. She works in ______________hospital. _____________ hospital is very
big.

VII. Rewrite the sentence using “the” in the right place :
1. Himalayas are very tall mountains.
Ans : ____________________________________________________________
2. Nile is a very long river.
Ans : ____________________________________________________________
3. Can you see moon and stars in the sky?
Ans : ____________________________________________________________
4. We went to Agra to see Taj Mahal.
Ans : ____________________________________________________________
5. Sun rises in the east and sets in the west.
Ans : ____________________________________________________________
6. Quran is a holy book.
Ans : ____________________________________________________________
7. Kingdom Tower is a beautiful building.
Ans : ____________________________________________________________

VIII. Look at the pictures and write what the children are doing?
Choose the words from the box :
Sleeping on his bed, reading a book, climbing a tree, playing on the swing,
crying for the toy, eating an ice-cream, listening to music
1. What is Raju doing ?
Ans : __________________________________________
2. What is Sharon doing ?
Ans : __________________________________________
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3. What is John doing ?
Ans : __________________________________________
4. What is Ramu doing ?
Ans : __________________________________________

5. What is Rohan doing ?
Ans : __________________________________________
6.What is Arjun doing ?
Ans : __________________________________________
7.What is Vijay doing ?
Ans : __________________________________________

IX. Write one word for the following :
1. A writer writes _________________________.
2. What does a mechanic use to fix things ?________________________.
3. The place where a chef works _______________________.
4. The place where a doctor or nurse works _______________________.
5. A post-person carries these in a bag. __________________
6.A bus conductor sells these in these in the bus . _________________
7. The place where a teacher works ____________________.
8. A vet works with _______________________.

X. Answer these questions :
1.Who uses a black-board, a piece of chalk and a duster ?
Ans : __________________________
2.Who uses a fire-engine, a water-hose and a ladder ?
Ans : __________________________
3.Who uses a thermometer, a stethoscope and an injection ?
Ans : __________________________
4.Who uses a hammer, a chisel and a saw ?
Ans : __________________________
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I. Place full stops and capital letters in these sentences:
1.maria lives in mumbai
Ans : ________________________________________________________
2.she has a black cat called kitty
Ans : ________________________________________________________
3.he plays cricket in the evening
Ans : ________________________________________________________
4.riyadh is the capital of Saudi arabia
Ans : ________________________________________________________
5.sam has a pair of black shoes
Ans : ________________________________________________________
6. we have a holiday on tuesday
Ans : ________________________________________________________
7.the taj mahal is in agra
Ans : ________________________________________________________

II. Use “was” or “were” to complete theses sentences:
1. Meena and her friends are at the park. They ____________________ in the zoo this morning.
2. The horse is in the stable. In the morning, it _________________ in the field.
3. Father is in Mumbai now. Last week, he __________________ in Bangalore.
4. The students are in the class room. Last evening, they ________ in the playground.
5. The photographer is at home. Yesterday, she ________________ at the studio.
6. The baby __________________________ crying.
7. Seema and Meena _________________ watching movie.
8. The pen ________________ on the table.
9. The neighbours ____________________ afraid to go into the house.
10. The letter _______________ in his bag.
11. The dogs ______________ barking at the man.

III. Complete the sentences with the past tense form of the words in
the brackets :
1. The dog _________________ [give] the newspaper to his master.
2. The doctor _______________ [sit] on his chair and _______________ [drink] a cup of tea.
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3. The policeman _______________[catch] the thief.
4. Rohan ________________ [get] up and asked the dog to fetch the news paper.
5. The peon _________________ [ring] the bell.
6. Raju __________________ [ride] his bicycle across the valley.
7. Yesterday, we ______________ [play] in the park for a long time.
8. Tom _________________ [paint] a picture of a parrot. It was very beautiful.
9. John ________________ [see] a lion in the zoo.
10. Anju __________________ [eat] three bananas.

IV. Complete these words with “er” or “or” :
1. act _______________
2. sail _______________
3. teach _____________
4. conduct _______________
5. shopkeep ___________
6. bak ___________
7. laey _________
8. doct________
9. barb___________
10. sing __________
11. tail _____________
12. danc _________

V. Use “un” to the words to form their opposites :

tidy,

friendly,

hurt,

safe , able

1. It is __________________ to cross the river in a small boat. We have to take a bigger boat.
2. Sam lived alone and did not talk to anyone. He is an ______________ man.
3. Pooja was _______________ to take part in the drawing competition as she was ill.
4. The room looked _____________ as the books and clothes were scattered around.
5. The baby fell down from the cradle, but was _________________.
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I. Write the past and future tense:
S.No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Present Tense
come
go
give
jump
bring
keep
make
sit
drink
swim
dance
bake
arrive
work
paint
start
cry
carry
hurry
seep
begin
think
is

Past Tense

Future Tense

II. Use was or were:
1. He _____________ playing in the river.
2. The girls ____________ studying in the class.
3. The children _______________ making a lot of noise.
4. Arun _____________ busy with his work.
5. Ali and Ahmed _____________ dancing for the music.
6. It __________ a rainy day.
7. She ________________ calling her friend for the party.
8. You _____________ late to school.
9. The birds _______________ sitting on the tree.
10. They _______________ going for the picnic.

IIA. Write the past tense for the following:
1. Meera ____________ a picture for her mother. (paint)
2. The horse _____________ in the stable.(is )
3. The policeman __________ the thief. (catch)
4. Leela _____________ at 7 am in the orning.(arrive )
5. The baby ____________ for the doll.(cry)
6. The children ______________ football last Friday. (play)
7. My grandfather ____________ me a present. (give)
8. Ravi _______________ the paper. (fold)
9. My mother ______________ the chicken for lunch.(fry)
10.The oldman _____________ on the bench in the park. (sit)
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III. Underline the proper noun and circle the common noun
in the following sentences
1.Mumbai is a big city.

2.Ahmed is a brave boy.

3.Akbar was a great king.

4.My house is on Sitten Road.

5.Mr Mehta is a kind man.

6.Ali plays games on his computer.

7.Anil woks in a studio.

8.Sheela is wearing a beautiful dress.

9.Anita works with a machine.

10.Rahul is playing with the ball.

11.India is a big country.
12.My parents go to Nadah Park everyday for a walk.
13.The Nile is a largest river.
14.Faisalia Tower is a famous building.
15. My pet dog is Blackie.

IV. Underline the verb in the following sentences
1.The baby drinks milk.

2.The lion roars.
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3. Ships sail on the sea.

4.Ravi kicks the ball.

5.The fish swims in the water.

6. The children watch television.

7.Spiders make webs.
8.Grapes grow on vines.
9.The dog ran after me.
10.A train runs on rails.
11.The boys jump into the river.
12.The birds fly in the sky.
13.Ali eats an apple.
14.She drew a beautiful picture.
15.Sana does her homework regularly.
16.We spend our holidays in India.
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V. Rewrite the phrases using apostrophes. ( ‟ )
1. the web of the spider :

________________________

2. the chair of the old man : ________________________

3. the house of Anju :

________________________

4. the story written by Neil. _______________________

5. the camera of the visitor ________________________

6

the tail of the monkey : _________________________

7 the nest of the bird:

_________________________

8. the cheese of the rat.

_________________________

9. the cry of a baby.

_________________________

10. the visit of the doctor __________________________

VI. Write a sentence using both the name and the object
1. Amina -- kitten :__________________________
2. Niwas __ car

: __________________________

3. Robbie __ skates :__________________________
4. Paula_ eyes

:-__________________________

5. Sharon __ skirt

: __________________________

6. Suhas __ father

:___________________________
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VII. Complete these sentences by using the right word from the
bracket.
( patted, waved, galloped, tossed , carried, kicked.)
1. Sonu _____________ a coin into the water from her window.

2. The horse _______________away with its master on its back .
3. The kangaroo ________________ her baby in a small pouch.

4. Ahmed ________________the horse gently and spoke to it in a kind voice.

5. The actor ____________________to the crowd in front of the cinema hall.

6. The donkey ________________ him hard. He fell down and hurt himself.

VIII. Circle the word that goes with the word.
1. tall

___

2. thick ___

building , sun
flower , rope.

3. lucky ___

man ,

rain .

4 Interesting __

train , person,

5. wild ____

horse, palace.

6. young ___

prince, shadow

IX. Place exclamation mark (!) and full stop (. )for these sentences.
1. What a beautiful horse

5. How cold it was

2. How clever she is

6. Varsha likes to play football

3. The girls are singing

7. What a tall tree

4. What a lovely day

8. I want to watch the sun rise

5. How lucky she is

9. What a beautiful picture
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X. Complete these sentences using „ly‟ to the words given below.
( forceful , gentle, bright, loud, slow, tight, careful, beautiful, sad, sweet)

1. The sun shone __________________________ in the sky

2. Alexander watched the horse _______________________.

3. The captain and the soldiers cheered ________________.

4. Anybody who went near the horse was kicked ________
off the horse

5. The horse became calm and walked ______________ round the palace.

6. The prince spoke to the horse _____________ and patted it.

7. She sang very ___________________________

8. The beggar looked at us very______________________

9.They decorated the class _____________

10.Alexander climbed on the horse‟s back and held its reins _______________________

XI. Use has or have to complete these sentences
1. I / many friends / in class
__________________________________________________________
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2. The table / four legs
____________________________________________________________

3. A monkey / long tail
__________________________________________________________

4. Tomy / sweet puppy
___________________________________________________________

5. We / new English teacher
___________________________________________________________

6. They / garden / behind their house
___________________________________________________________

7. Veena / red bicycle
___________________________________________________________
8. I / three balloons.
______________________________________________________________

9 . A camel / hump
______________________________________________________________
10. Mrs. Sen / long hair
_____________________________________________________________
11. Sonu and Simi / rabbit
_____________________________________________________________
12. He / large box of crayons
_________________________________________________________
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XII. Who said these words and to whom?
1.

I don‟t want a tail.

______________________________________________________________

2. I like my tail the way it is.
___________________________________________________________

3. The peacock has the best tail in the world.
___________________________________________________________

4. Beautiful tails are not the best tails in the world.
______________________________________________________________
5.

I have a beautiful warm tail . It is good enough for me.

____________________________________________________________

XIII. Match the words that sound the same
blew

right

week

daze

flower

blue

days

weight

write

flour

wait

weak

hear

waste

hour

deer

waist

here

dear

our
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XIV. Complete these “ee” words : Work book page 44
n_______________

tr ______________ d___________

str_______________

wh____________

sw______________

b_________________ sl________

f_________

XV. Use has or have‟ to complete these sentences .
1. I __________ a beautiful warm tail.

2. The peacock ___________ the best tail in the world.

3. Sana ____________ a bicycle.

4. Elephants __________ trunk.
5. You ____________ an umbrella.

6. Beena and Leena ___________ a dog .

7. She _____________ a long hair.

8. They __________ a new English teacher.

9.We _____________ a large classroom.

10 . My brother _____________a new bike.

11. Do you _____________ the book Alice in wonder land. ?
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12. Juveria ___________ many friends.

13. I ____________ a flute and my friend __________ a guiter.

14. A lion _________ a mane.

15. The table ____________ four legs.

16. It ________ two small eyes.

17. I _____________ a yellow T- shirt.

18. Monkeys ___________ long tails.

19. Romi collects stamps . She ___________ a big stamp album.

20. We ________ a rocking chair in our living room.

21. Tanu _________ a pretty pink shirt. She is very fond of it.

22. I __________ a pet dog.
23. Rahim ______________ ten sweets
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XVI. Underline the correct word (homophones) to complete each
sentences
1. The son/sun rises in the east.
2. The wind blew /blue hard. It carried the kite away.
3. Can you hear /here the music? It is very sweet.
4. Little squirrel had a very beautiful tale/ tail.
5. There is a pretty flower / flour in the vase.
6. My grand mother told me a storey / story yesterday.
7. There are seven days in a weak / week.
8. Did you buy/ by the the book from the shop?
9. Sunil took an hour / our to complete his project.
10. I did not sea / see the film on television yesterday.
11. There is a baby deer / dear near the door.
12. Can you right / write the correct answer to this question?

XVII. Choose the right words that sound the same.
days , which , sell , there , wait , pain , dear , knot , cell , write ,
weight , their , daze , witch , pane , not , right , deer, sun, son
1. _________________

_________________________

2. _________________

_________________________

3. _________________

_________________________

4. _________________

_________________________

5. _________________

_________________________
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